Introduction

This article describes the surgical techniques demonstrated in our video, “The extended sandwich patch repair for acute posterior ventricular septal rupture (VSR)”. Postinfarction VSR can be lethal, and its repair has proved technically challenging, particularly for patients needing repair in the very acute phase, and with posterior-type VSR. A recent large study reported operative mortality over 50% when attempted within seven days after myocardial infarction (1). Also, surgical mortality may be twice as high in posterior VSR cases compared to anterior cases (2). We have developed the extended sandwich patch technique via right ventriculotomy, aiming to improve surgical outcomes by eliminating all risk of shunt recurrence, even in the very acute phase and in posterior VSR cases (3).

Clinical vignette

A 62-year-old diabetic man presented following a week of chest discomfort. He was diagnosed with inferior myocardial infarction and underwent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for a totally occluded proximal right coronary artery (RCA). The coronary angiogram also showed 90% stenosis of his proximal left anterior descending artery (LAD). Several hours after the PCI, he became hypotensive. Echocardiography showed a VSR at the base of his ventricular septum. He was emergently transferred to our hospital. As per our policy for VSR complicated with cardiogenic shock, the patient was transferred to the operating room.

Surgical technique

Preparation

General anesthesia was induced and an intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) was inserted before the operation. A radial arterial line, a Swan-Ganz catheter and a probe for transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) were introduced. Massive left-to-right shunt flow was confirmed by color doppler mode. The patient was prepared in the usual fashion.

Exposition

This patient had an acute posterior VSR plus non-culprit coronary artery lesions. We planned an extended sandwich patch repair via right ventriculotomy, plus concomitant double coronary artery bypasses.

Operation

We harvested the left internal thoracic artery (LITA) and a saphenous vein segment. We instituted the cardiopulmonary bypass, with ascending aorta, bicaval and left ventricle (LV) vent cannulation. We palpated the point of maximal intensity of thrill, which was at the base of the inferior wall. We clamped the ascending aorta, and began cold blood cardioplegia through the aortic root, and retrograde cardioplegia through a cannula secured in the coronary sinus with a purse-string suture. We put moist pads in the oblique sinus and verticalized the heart to expose the inferior aspect of the heart.
We made an incision several centimeters long in the right ventricle (RV) wall, one centimeter away from, and parallel to, the posterior descending artery (PDA). We resected the coarse trabeculated muscles in the RV around the defect, then debrided enough of the necrotic muscle at the margin of the defect to allow a Dacron patch to be passed through the defect into the LV. For the sandwich patch procedure, we cut two Dacron patches, large enough to overlap the defect margin by at least 1.5 cm. Octagonal patches of about 6 cm in diameter have typically been found suitable. Before inserting the LV-side patch, we sutured the margin of the patch with eight 3-0 polypropylene sutures with a large MH needle (Ethicon, Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) in a mattress fashion. We passed the suture needles into the LV through the defect, then brought them out through the LV wall transmurally or transeptally, a safe distance from the defect margin. We used the sutures brought transeptally back into the RV cavity to secure the RV-side patch, and secured the sutures brought out of the heart with large Teflon felt pledgets. Before we tied the final suture, we inserted BioGlue Surgical Adhesive (CryoLife, Kennesaw, GA, USA) into the defect between the patches. Then we closed the right ventriculotomy with 3-0 polypropylene and reinforcing felt strips.

We completed the coronary bypass grafting to the LAD using the LITA, and to the branch of the RCA using the saphenous vein.

Completion

Finally, we weaned the patient off cardiopulmonary bypass. TEE showed good LV function, and no residual shunt was detectable by color doppler mode. We found no significant oxygen saturation step-up between superior vena cava and pulmonary artery blood samples. The cardiopulmonary bypass time was 164 minutes and aortic cross clamp time was 126 minutes. The IABP and the endotracheal tube were removed the day after the operation. The patient recovered uneventfully.

Comments

In our experience of thirty-five cases of VSR, most were repaired within seven days. Of these, two patients received reoperative repair after the first repair due to another new peripheral defect, and their thirty-day mortality was 17%.

A serious source of poor outcomes, particularly in the very acute period and in posterior VSR, is shunt recurrence (4). To minimise the risk of sutures tearing out, a patch with a wide safety-margin around the defect is essential for safety during the acute phase, as it is impossible to predict accurately how much of the tissue peripheral to the defect may become friable after surgery. We believe that full-thickness transseptal/transmural mattress sutures are far less likely to tear out than partial-thickness running sutures.

The extended sandwich patch technique via right ventriculotomy has the following advantages. Firstly, shunt recurrence is rare if the sandwich patch covers a large margin around the defect. Secondly, postoperative bleeding and potential left ventricular functional damage are minimal with avoidance of left ventriculotomy. Thirdly, the same technique can be employed in both anterior and posterior VSR, with a correctly placed right ventriculotomy, close and parallel to the infarct culprit artery (the LAD or the PDA), to minimize RV damage (5).

There are some caveats however. Firstly, the right ventriculotomy must be made with care; if an artery supplying the ventricle wall is damaged, that part of the ventricle may be harmed, creating a new problem. Secondly, the LV-side patch must be large enough to cover the whole defect plus a peripheral margin of safety. In this case, as in most in our experience, an octagon of approximately 6 cm diameter suffices, but for a larger and perhaps irregular defect, a patch must be cut to fit.
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